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CASE STUDY: ONSITE COMMUNITY 
MENTAL HEALTH CLINICIANS

Matanuska-Susitna Borough School District (MSBSD) is located in the Matanuska-Susitna 
Borough and covers significant geography. The school district includes more than 25,000 
square miles and serves a diverse student population. The school district office is in Palmer.

MSBSD offers onsite community mental health clinicians in some of its schools through a grant-
funded partnership with the Mat-Su Health Foundation (MSHF), a local philanthropic organization 
that offers financial and strategic support for health-related problems impacting the citizens of the 
Mat-Su Borough. Together, MSBSD and MSHF collaborate with contracted clinicians who provide more 
targeted and intensive mental health services to MSBSD students. Regular convenings and ongoing 
process improvements among the MSHF, MSBSD, and the clinicians have allowed the program to 
evolve and sustain.

Matanuska-Susitna Borough School District

» 19,443 students
» 47 schools

Demographics

» 42% qualify for free or reduced lunch
» 14% have a disability

T H E  N E E D  F O R  O N S I T E  S E R V I C E S
Around 2014, a small group of MSBSD principals individually 
identified and acted upon a gap in mental health services for 
their students. Each of these principals had participated in Trauma 
Sensitive Schools cohorts led by the National Council for Behavioral 
Health (now the National Council for Mental Wellbeing) and then 
considered an avenue for bringing needed services to where their 
students spend their days: at school. At the time, support within the school district was limited. 
Mental health services were primarily accessed through outside community agencies, which 
presented barriers to student access, such as:
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» Need for transportation to and from appointments
» Provider waitlists
» Perceived stigma of accessing mental health services
» Student insurance status

Seeking an option beyond referring students to outside services, the principals sought partnerships 
with community agencies to provide mental health clinicians in their school buildings. The principals 
each requested individual school site grant funds from MSHF. Around the same time, the MSHF heard 
and learned about similar trends and identified a systems gap for local behavioral health services 
through a series of the foundation’s Behavioral Health Environmental Scans and reinforced through 
feedback at convenings of local behavioral health providers.

D E V E L O P M E N T  O F  T H E  B E H A V I O R A L 
H E A L T H  I N  S C H O O L S  I N I T I A T I V E

Initially, the MSHF provided individual grants to each school site that had requested funding, allowing 
the schools to bring community mental health clinicians onsite to provide services. By 2018, the MSHF 
moved to formalize the individual grants under a behavioral health in schools initiative that is part of 
the foundation’s Healthy Families and Healthy Minds focus areas. After funding the individual schools, 
the MSHF shifted its approach and began funding the community mental health agencies directly. 
As of the 2021-2022 school year, the program serves 13 MSBSD schools with contracted mental health 
clinicians who are onsite two days per week for 12 hours weekly at the majority of schools.

Applying the Multi-Tiered System of Supports (MTSS) framework

Throughout the program’s history, MSBSD, the MSHF, and the clinicians revisited the MTSS framework 
to adjust services in response to observed student needs. For example, the MSHF helped to integrate 
the school-based MTSS framework into terminology and processes that are more traditional for 
a community-based mental health services model. Initially, the program was designed to serve 
students in need of targeted Tier 2 interventions. The focus on Tier 2 services was in part to connect 
with students who may not qualify for an Individualized Education Program (IEP) but could still 
benefit from services. As the program progressed, the clinicians and school staff pointed to an 
unmet need for more intensive Tier 3 services and expanded to provide those services. Today, 
the program is open to all students with an identified need who receive parental consent to 
participate. Receiving services is contingent upon the clinicians having space in their schedules. 
When capacity is not available, students are added to a waitlist.

The clinicians estimate that about 75% of their work is individual counseling sessions. 
As capacity allows and as needs arise, they also provide:

» Family counseling
» Small group counseling
» Crisis assessments

A Core Implementation Team manages the referral process at each school site. The team typically 
includes school administrators, school counselors, and school nurses. Team structure varies 
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depending on a school’s staffing, such as in some of MSBSD’s elementary schools that do not have 
school counselors on staff. Teachers, families, and students can identify individuals for the program, 
but the Core Implementation Teams determine which students receive referrals. Typically, the teams 
prioritize referrals for students who are not already receiving mental health care outside of school.

Convening and adding capacity through a community partner

The MSHF is very active as a project manager for the program and is responsible for identifying and 
bringing on community agencies—including filling gaps in the workforce when an agency leaves 
the program. The MSHF oversees activities such as:

» Managing grant and contractual agreements with the community provider agencies
» Identifying and securing community agencies for the clinician workforce
» Convening the clinicians and MSBSD for regular program meetings

Facilitating the convenings has been important to bridge the gap between community mental 
health services and education services, which the MSHF notes are very different systems.

Measuring academic and mental health outcomes

The feedback on the program from school sites is overwhelmingly positive. The MSHF, clinicians, 
and MSBSD are engaged in various efforts to quantify the success. The MSHF has regularly worked 
with an external evaluator to review the program, which they note is a critical objective participant 
in the program that has helped to continuously track the impact. Other data sources include:

» Reviewing attendance, disciplinary referrals, grades, and state testing scores
» Surveying parents and students

T H E  R O L E  O F  C O M M U N I T Y  C L I N I C I A N S 
I N  S C H O O L  E N V I R O N M E N T S 

For clinicians who have been with the program from the start, their longevity and relationship 
building have been crucial to their success. Those involved with the program spoke to the unique 
skill set required for a community clinician operating in a school environment versus a clinical setting. 

In addition to youth mental health training, multiple individuals 
involved with the program also described the importance of 
partnering with clinicians who are passionate about the work.

Outreach and collaboration with school staff

At the beginning of each school year, staff in-service days 
include introductions to the clinicians. The initial introduction 
helps familiarize teachers with the program and establish an 
awareness of why students receiving services need time away 
from class to attend their counseling sessions.

One key learning from the staff introductions is to provide 
a clear definition of the clinicians’ roles and scope of services. 

“It’s not just a clock in, clock 
out job for us.” – MSBSD 
community clinician

“We’ve really invested in the 
evolution of this.” – MSBSD 
community clinician
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For example, when one of MSBSD’s schools introduced the 
clinicians to the school staff, there was a misconception that 
all mental health issues should be referred to the clinicians. 
In practice, the clinicians’ roles are to complement, not replace, 
the role of a school counselor by providing more targeted and 
intensive services and supports. Outreach from the school 
counselor helped clarify the program’s intent. As part of the 
Core Implementation Teams, school counselors are also 
positioned alongside administrators to evaluate if a student 
would benefit from meeting with the clinicians before 
recommending follow-up services.

“For the staff, it’s a breath of fresh air. It’s like they can breathe, and they 
know that those kids are getting taken care of.” – MSBSD leadership

The flow of students between the school counselors and the clinicians has helped increase the 
capacity for school counselors to focus on delivering the short-term mental health supports 
that are appropriate within the scope of services as defined by ASCA Ethical Standards for School 
Counselors and National Model for School Counseling Programs. An MSBSD counselor involved 
in the program reflected that it has helped reduce the workload of school counselors.

Navigating physical and process logistics

The clinicians, the MSHF, and the MSBSD partner to adapt 
and improve processes and logistics as the program evolves. 
MSBSD is one of the multiple school districts that spoke to 
the challenges of securing space in school buildings for mental 
health services. Identifying a private room within the school 
building is an important first step. A private space also serves 
the practical purpose of stationing the clinicians in a consistent 
location where school staff can find students or check in with 
the clinicians as needed.

Some of the participating school sites have also refined the 
student intake and family consent process. One school site 
introduced a shared online document to track students’ progress 
in completing the intake process. The team also transitioned from a large paper intake packet to a 
digital version. School administrators noted that the digital version significantly reduced the intake 
process. It also allows school staff to follow up when families do not complete the intake forms and 
to introduce the program.

“The paperwork . . . I can't 
even explain enough about 
how it has just kind of 
revolutionized the process of 
getting a kid in immediately 
when they need help.” 
– MSBSD administrator

“Every time I see a kid walk 
out of [the clinician’s] room, 
they have a smile on their face 
. . . and I have not once . . . had 
a teacher ever complain that 
they were pulled out of their 
class. Not one time.” 
– MSBSD leadership
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C A P A C I T Y  C O N S T R A I N T S 
A N D  L O N G - T E R M  S U S T A I N M E N T

When asked about what would make the program ideal, one school district employee noted 
that every school could use a program like this. The level of student need continues to outpace 
the availability of services. The agencies and schools involved in MSBSD’s program have worked 
to increase the number of spots available to meet student needs. Making these adjustments to 
provider capacity requires proactive and transparent communication with the schools and 
families.

“If there’s a clinician at every school who could be there and could meet that mental 
health need, I think . . . it would change the community.” – MSBSD leadership

The clinicians also work with families to identify community-based care as needed. 
This support could include finding alternative services if a school’s program is at capacity 
or referring students to care beyond the clinician’s scope, such as assessing students for 
prescription medication needs.

Sustaining the program

As the program evolves, the MSHF and MSBSD will continue to review aspects of the program 
that can be managed internally by the school district. The MSHF is also engaged in a broader 
exploration of how Medicaid billing can be applied to the program.

While the MSHF is unique to the Mat-Su region, its role is one that a community agency or 
health system with available funding could play for school districts in other parts of the state. 
For school districts interested in exploring similar programming, they recommend starting 
with data on student mental health needs, such as the environmental scans conducted 
by the MSHF during the program’s inception. They also discussed taking an inventory of 
potential community- and school-based resources and partners. School district leadership 
is also critical for advocating with the school board and bringing the evidence and vision 
for implementing mental health services for students. Acceptance and trusts of the clinicians 
and agencies that have been brokered/assigned to their schools is also essential.

Sustainability resides not just in funding but with a qualified, willing, and available workforce, 
particularly workforce skilled and passionate to work with children and adolescents and who 
can be flexible for a non-clinical setting.
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	Both terms are used throughout this report and generally reflect the language identified in the data and sources used for the research. Mental health is used more frequently as the overarching term to refer to supports and services in a school-based setting.
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	Recognition of the mounting mental health crisis among youth in the United States continues to grow both nationally and in Alaska. The negative impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on youth mental health placed additional urgency on providing students with a more comprehensive systemof supports to treat and prevent issues.
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	Phase one of Mental Health Supports in Alaska Schools established that while Alaska’s schools are facing significant challenges, efforts are underway across the state to explore, implement, and sustain mental health support services. Many of the programs and approaches leverage strategic partnerships between school districts and their state and community partners.
	This report builds on the phase one research with a series of case studies of promising approachesfor providing mental health supports in Alaska’s schools and communities. It also includes information on relevant policies and student mental health data. This analysis is intended to equip school district, state, and community education stakeholders with findings to inform and improve the status of student mental health.
	 

	The report is divided into 4 sections:
	1. THE ROLE OF SCHOOLS IN YOUTH MENTAL HEALTH reviews how schoolsare positioned in the nation’s response to the youth mental health crisis.
	 

	2. MENTAL HEALTH IN SCHOOLS CASE STUDIES highlights promising mental health programs and approaches from rural and urban school districts of varying enrollments.
	3. THE STATE OF YOUTH MENTAL HEALTH analyzes youth mental health indicators.
	4. PROGRESS TOWARD A COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM discusses activitiessupporting the advancement of Alaska’s school mental health supports and services.
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	Mental health provider shortages create challenges for increasing school mental health services. Recruiting and retaining workforce is particularly challenging in Alaska due to the rural and remote geography of some of the communities in the state. Workforce challenges were identified as a theme from interviews with school district staff in phase one of .
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	The American School Counselor Association (ASCA) and the National Association of School Psychologists (NASP) provide recommendations for staff to student ratios for school psychologists and school counselors. Alaska’s ratios exceed the national recommendations, but national averages indicate school districts across the country are facing similar staffing challenges.
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	National Association of School Psychologists (2019-2020) & American School Counselor Association 
	National Association of School Psychologists (2019-2020) & American School Counselor Association 
	(2020-2021)

	ASCA recommends that school counselors should spend a minimum of 80% of their timein student services, such as:
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	 Direct services: Instruction, appraisal and advisement, counseling 
	»

	 Indirect services: Consultation, collaboration, referrals
	»

	Phase two of Mental Health Supports in Alaska Schools included a survey on school support services. School support service providers (i.e., school counselors, school social workers, school psychologists, etc.) were invited via a DEED email listserv to respond to a survey. In total, 117 individuals responded.
	“There are way too many needs right now for one person to cover. The school I work at has [more than 250] students with one counselor. In the past, this may have been okay,but with the high amount of anxiety and suicidal ideation it is tough to meet the needsof the majority of the students.” – school support services survey respondent
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	“There are way too many needs right now for one person to cover. The school I work at has [more than 250] students with one counselor. In the past, this may have been okay,but with the high amount of anxiety and suicidal ideation it is tough to meet the needsof the majority of the students.” – school support services survey respondent
	 
	 




	Generally, survey respondents indicated they were performing activities that are defined byASCA as appropriate for school counselors, including 97% (n=107) that reported providing student counseling and consulting with staff and administration as part of their weekly activities.
	 
	8

	Forty-one percent of respondents (n=41) ranked student counseling as the activity they spend the most time performing on a weekly basis. However, more than half of respondents (n=64) reported performing non-counseling duties such as covering classes or supervising classrooms and common areas.
	Survey respondents described how alignment and prioritization of social emotional learning and mental health from school leadership facilitates or inhibits the time committed to student services,a theme that emerged in .
	 
	phase one of Mental Health Supports in Alaska Schools
	phase one of Mental Health Supports in Alaska Schools


	“I love my job and believe that as a professional school counselor, we need to be respected as such and not be [given] other duties as assigned that do not help students.  I have worked hard to be able to do what I do, but not all my colleagues in some of our neighborhood schools are as lucky.” – school support services survey respondent
	“I love my job and believe that as a professional school counselor, we need to be respected as such and not be [given] other duties as assigned that do not help students.  I have worked hard to be able to do what I do, but not all my colleagues in some of our neighborhood schools are as lucky.” – school support services survey respondent
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	The  developed for phase one of Mental Health Supports in Alaska Schools provided a high-level overview of support services across Alaska’s school districts. This phase two report provides more in-depth information on how school districts and community partners are implementing and sustaining their programs.
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	The case studies that follow revisit some of the support services identified through interviews with school districts during Mental Health Supports in Alaska Schools phase one. Topics for the case studies were selected to highlight a range of care delivery models, staffing structures, and funding mechanisms as well as school districts of varying enrollments and locations. School district staff and community partners participated in a second round of interviews from April to May of 2022. The second round of 
	 

	The case studies describe how school districts are building and sustaining mental health services and supports. The school districts vary in enrollment and location, including someof Alaska’s most remote communities. The programs showcase various care delivery and staffing models, including:
	 

	TELEHEALTH SCHOOL COUNSELING:
	» 

	Kuspuk School District’s partnership with a telehealthcompany to provide counseling support in remote village schools
	 

	ONSITE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CLINICIANS:
	» 

	Matanuska-Susitna Borough School District’s embeddedclinicians, provided through a partnership with a local foundation
	 

	TRAUMA-ENGAGED SCHOOLS:
	» 

	Juneau School District’s introduction of Alaska’s uniquetrauma-engaged approaches throughout its school communities
	 

	SCHOOL SOCIAL WORKERS:
	» 

	Lower Kuskokwim School District’s continuous commitment to its school social work program
	SCHOOL-BASED HEALTH CLINICS:
	» 

	Kodiak Island Borough School District’s long-standing partnership with the island’s hospital system to offer school-based services
	COMMUNITY ADVOCATES:
	» 

	Lower Yukon School District’s work with local experts to provideculturally relevant supports through community human service providers
	 

	CONTINUUM OF SUPPORT SERVICES
	CONTINUUM OF SUPPORT SERVICES

	A standard framework for discussing and understanding support services in schools is the Multi-Tiered System of Supports (MTSS). The MTSS was introduced in phase one of  research and is revisited throughout phase two. SAMHSA outlines the MTSS through the framework’s three tiers:
	Mental 
	Mental 
	Health Supports in Alaska Schools
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	The case studies include examples of how districts are approaching services at each tier of the MTSS framework through district programs, community provider programs, or a combination of both.
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	Schools are integral to youth’s first interactions with and experiences of their community, society,and the government. Many experts agree that schools are a logical location for these differentfactors and social actors to come together, collaborate, and address the issues of youth mental health. The 2021 U.S. Surgeon General’s Advisory Protecting Youth Mental Health identifies schoolsas one of the institutions that play a role in supporting youth mental health.
	 
	 
	3
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	“Mental health challenges in children, adolescents, and young adults are real, and they are widespread. But most importantly, they are treatable, and often preventable.” – Protecting Youth Mental Health: The U.S. Surgeon General’s Advisory
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	Providing mental health services where youth spend most of their day is crucial in reducing barriers and providing direct access to care for more effective prevention, early intervention, and intensive support. Barriers to care could include local provider shortages and waitlists, distance to treatment, and insurance status, among others.
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	NATIONAL GUIDANCE
	NATIONAL GUIDANCE

	School mental health support services are guided by local, state, and federal governing bodiesand policies. On a national level, there has been a move away from fragmented interventionstoward integrated school and community behavioral health supports.
	 
	 

	In the 2019-2023 Strategic Plan, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) listed “Addressing Serious Mental Illness and Serious Emotional Disturbances” as oneof its top priorities to be addressed, in part, by services expansion, outreach, and engagement,as well as closing the gap between what works and what is offered. Relevant recommendedstrategies include:
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	 Expanding, through collaborations with the U.S. Department of Education and state and local education stakeholders, student access to and engagement in the continuum of mental health support services in primary and higher education settings.
	»

	 Prioritizing the early identification and intervention for children, youth, and young adultsby promoting best practices for mental health and substance use screening in schoolsand supporting mental health consultation and training of the youth-serving workforce.
	»
	 
	 

	 Increasing the delivery of systems of care for children, youth, and families affected by serious mental illness and serious emotional disturbance by expanding transition-age youth services, child trauma services, school-based care, early childhood services, and efforts for young people who are at clinically high risk for developing psychosis.
	»
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	SUPPORT SERVICES SURVEY RESPONDENTS
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	Activity
	Activity
	Activity


	# of Respondents
	# of Respondents
	# of Respondents


	% of Respondents
	% of Respondents
	% of Respondents



	Providing student counseling (individual or small group)
	Providing student counseling (individual or small group)
	Providing student counseling (individual or small group)
	Providing student counseling (individual or small group)


	107
	107
	107


	97%
	97%
	97%



	Consulting with staff & administration
	Consulting with staff & administration
	Consulting with staff & administration
	Consulting with staff & administration


	107
	107
	107


	97%
	97%
	97%



	Working with families
	Working with families
	Working with families
	Working with families


	95
	95
	95


	86%
	86%
	86%



	Delivering counseling program curriculum to students
	Delivering counseling program curriculum to students
	Delivering counseling program curriculum to students
	Delivering counseling program curriculum to students


	77
	77
	77


	70%
	70%
	70%



	Providing academic counseling
	Providing academic counseling
	Providing academic counseling
	Providing academic counseling


	75
	75
	75


	68%
	68%
	68%



	Coordinating student referrals, IEPs, 504 plans, etc.
	Coordinating student referrals, IEPs, 504 plans, etc.
	Coordinating student referrals, IEPs, 504 plans, etc.
	Coordinating student referrals, IEPs, 504 plans, etc.


	70
	70
	70


	64%
	64%
	64%



	Doing non-counseling duties such as covering classes
	Doing non-counseling duties such as covering classes
	Doing non-counseling duties such as covering classes
	Doing non-counseling duties such as covering classes
	 
	or supervising in classrooms or common areas


	64
	64
	64


	58%
	58%
	58%



	Coordinating student paperwork / scheduling
	Coordinating student paperwork / scheduling
	Coordinating student paperwork / scheduling
	Coordinating student paperwork / scheduling
	 
	(transcripts) and data entry


	63
	63
	63


	57%
	57%
	57%



	Providing career / postsecondary counseling
	Providing career / postsecondary counseling
	Providing career / postsecondary counseling
	Providing career / postsecondary counseling


	58
	58
	58


	53%
	53%
	53%



	Administering / proctoring state testing
	Administering / proctoring state testing
	Administering / proctoring state testing
	Administering / proctoring state testing


	32
	32
	32


	29%
	29%
	29%



	Other
	Other
	Other
	Other


	23
	23
	23


	21%
	21%
	21%



	Performing disciplinary actions
	Performing disciplinary actions
	Performing disciplinary actions
	Performing disciplinary actions


	15
	15
	15


	14%
	14%
	14%



	TR
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	n=110
	n=110






	Figure
	MENTAL HEALTH IN
	MENTAL HEALTH IN
	MENTAL HEALTH IN
	 
	SCHOOLS CASE STUDIES


	phase two:
	phase two:
	phase two:

	The State of Student Mental Health
	The State of Student Mental Health
	 
	& Promising Approaches 


	Intensive services for students identified as experiencing mental health or substance-related difficulties (i.e., family/caregiver treatment or other individualized interventions to addressthe identified illness or condition)
	Intensive services for students identified as experiencing mental health or substance-related difficulties (i.e., family/caregiver treatment or other individualized interventions to addressthe identified illness or condition)
	Intensive services for students identified as experiencing mental health or substance-related difficulties (i.e., family/caregiver treatment or other individualized interventions to addressthe identified illness or condition)
	 


	Targeted support for students exhibiting risk factors but without manifesting issues yet (i.e., more directed student screening and interventions to reduce the likelihood of issues developing)
	Targeted support for students exhibiting risk factors but without manifesting issues yet (i.e., more directed student screening and interventions to reduce the likelihood of issues developing)

	Universally offered services (i.e., widespread screening, social emotional based learning curricula, and prevention-based activities)
	Universally offered services (i.e., widespread screening, social emotional based learning curricula, and prevention-based activities)


	Figure
	Figure
	CASE STUDY: 
	CASE STUDY: 
	CASE STUDY: 
	 TELEHEALTH SCHOOL COUNSELING

	Kuspuk School District
	Kuspuk School District
	Kuspuk School District

	 (KSD)
	 covers more than 12,000 square miles of southwestern Alaska 
	and serves students in nine remote villages. It includes villages along the mid-Kuskokwim 
	River from Lower Kalskag to Stony River, eight of which are only accessible by air and river 
	travel. The school district office is in Aniak.

	KSD partners with a telehealth company to offer students and staff a full-time school counselorthat provides mental health services at all tiers of the Multi-Tiered System of Supports (MTSS).The grant-funded program provides KSD’s school communities access to virtual services suchas social emotional learning lessons, individual counseling, and crisis assessments. The grantalso reduces the funding and workforce barriers typically associated with hiring onsite mentalhealth providers in Alaska’s remote communi
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	Kuspuk School District
	Kuspuk School District

	 359 students
	»

	 9 schools
	»

	Demographics
	Demographics

	 97% Alaska Native, 3% White
	»

	 96% free and reduced lunch
	»

	 14% students with disabilities
	»

	BARRIERS TO CARE
	BARRIERS TO CARE
	 
	IN REMOTE COMMUNITIES

	Like other school districts across the country experiencing the youth mental health crisis, the need among KSD’s communitiesis acute. Suicides, traumatic events, and other mental health crises directly impact manycommunity members. Due to the challenges of providing mental health services in remoteAlaska, school communities in KSD have limited resources to respond to student andcommunity mental health crises.
	 
	 
	 
	 

	DEVELOPING A TELEHEALTH SOLUTION
	DEVELOPING A TELEHEALTH SOLUTION

	In the fall of 2019, KSD started building a foundation to fill the gap in school mental health supports and services. At the time, the school district did not have funding for school counselors. A leadership team member took on the role of school district champion and laid out a vision for increasing the availability of services through telehealth.
	The school district contracted with , a telehealth company that provided  for the school district. The KSD team leveraged DotCom Therapy’s telehealth expertise during the implementation and sustainment of the program. DotCom Therapy provided a Licensed Clinical Social Worker for part-time telehealth school counseling services. The role continued to expand and is now a full-time contracted position. The telehealth school counselor is based outside of Alaska but works the same school day hours as the onsite s
	DotCom Therapy
	DotCom Therapy

	remote 
	remote 
	speech therapy services


	Services provided by the counselor include:
	 Student individual and small group counseling sessions
	»

	 Staff counseling sessions
	»

	 Crisis assessments
	»

	 Social emotional learning classroom lessons
	»

	 Staff professional development
	»

	Committing to broad staff and student access
	KSD prioritizes broad access to the program. Services are available to staff, enrolled students,and students in transition—including students who may temporarily drop out and later return to school. Regardless of a student’s status, the school district tries to maintain “that line of contact” between the counselor and students. All counseling services are free to students and staff.This broad availability was essential to the program’s early growth.
	 
	 

	“It’s serving these communities and that’s what we’re here for.” – KSD leadership
	“It’s serving these communities and that’s what we’re here for.” – KSD leadership
	“It’s serving these communities and that’s what we’re here for.” – KSD leadership
	“It’s serving these communities and that’s what we’re here for.” – KSD leadership



	Establishing a referral process
	Initially, student referrals to telehealth counseling services came through the Special Education Department. The program now allows teachers to work directly with the counselor to facilitate faster evaluation and, if needed, access to services. Typically, the teacher will meet with the counselor during the counselor’s office hours to discuss observed student behaviors and potential needs. The counselor completes a brief student assessment and then collaborates with the teacher to send consent forms home to
	Focusing on place-based programming
	Focusing on place-based programming

	The school district champion and the counselor intentionally built an Alaska-specific telehealth program that includes cultural-based resources. The school district champion explained wanting, “something that’s special for our population.” KSD provided the counselor with  as an introductory resource. The counselor also participates in DEED webinars and engages in ongoing self-education about Alaska and Alaska Native culture. For example, the counselor invests time in learning about the Yup’ik language and t
	Transforming Schools: 
	Transforming Schools: 
	A Framework for Trauma-Engaged Practice in Alaska


	BENEFITS AND CHALLENGESOF A TELEHEALTH DELIVERY MODEL
	 

	Unlike an itinerant school counselor, the telehealth service delivery model allows the counselor to regularly engage with each school site. KSD leadership noted that maintaining the same counselor year over year has been critical to relationship and trust-building with students and staff at the various school sites. However, the school district champion emphasized that telehealth cannot replace the experience of in-person counseling support. The counselor also spoke about the impact a trainedlocal community
	 
	 

	Expanding technology hardware and infrastructure
	Expanding technology hardware and infrastructure

	While there are constraints to a telehealth model, KSD tries to replicate the experience of walking down the hall to see an onsite school counselor as much as possible. At first, counseling sessionswere on school-issued laptops that the school district provided to students using COVID-19 relief funds. Utilizing school-issued laptops proved a challenge since students did not always bring their devices to school. The school district leadership adapted and collaborated with the KSD technology department to cre
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	A second adaptation was improving internet access. The school district identified limited internet bandwidth as a barrier to expanding the program. During the 2021-2022 school year, KSD updated its internet contract to increase speeds. The improved bandwidth allowed for video counseling sessions, an enhancement that the school district champion described as “an incredible change.” For classroom social emotional learning lessons, the counselor started joining the students via Zoom and their classroom teacher
	Internet access does continue to be an issue outside of the school buildings. This limits the counselor’s ability to communicate with school staff and students outside of school hours. The counselor regularly reminds students about phone crisis services for after-hours support. They recently hosted a lesson for students modeling how to use Careline, Alaska’s crisis intervention and suicide prevention line 877-266-HELP or dial 988.
	GROWING AND SUSTAINING THE TELEHEALTH PROGRAM
	In year one, the school district champion applied for and received funding for the telehealth program through three local grants: an education grant from Rasmuson Foundation, the YK & Northwest Arctic Health Fund from Bethel Community Services Foundation, and the GCI Suicide Prevention Grant.The three grants allowed KSD to contract with DotCom Therapy for part-time therapy serviceswithout requiring funds from the school district’s general budget. When the COVID-19 pandemic struck, KSD began using federal CO
	 
	 
	 

	Persistent engagement with school district leadership and staff
	Persistent engagement with school district leadership and staff

	When the program launched, the school district champion decided to start small and focused on building out crisis response services. They presented a vision and action plan to the KSD School Board. The first proposal was a scaled telehealth crisis response and individual counseling program. During the first year, program participation started to increase. The counselor started offering more preventative services and supports, such as Tier 1 social emotional learning classroom lessons.
	“The biggest thing is that our boots-on-the-ground people are all connected and on the same page and if we can function that way, then we can bring in the outside people on the teleservices, and it works really well.” – KSD leadership
	“The biggest thing is that our boots-on-the-ground people are all connected and on the same page and if we can function that way, then we can bring in the outside people on the teleservices, and it works really well.” – KSD leadership
	“The biggest thing is that our boots-on-the-ground people are all connected and on the same page and if we can function that way, then we can bring in the outside people on the teleservices, and it works really well.” – KSD leadership
	“The biggest thing is that our boots-on-the-ground people are all connected and on the same page and if we can function that way, then we can bring in the outside people on the teleservices, and it works really well.” – KSD leadership



	The school district champion regularly updates the board on program metrics, such as the number of:
	 Individuals served
	»

	 Individual and small group counseling sessions
	»

	 Class lessons
	»

	 Hours worked by the counselor
	»

	There was a concentrated effort from the school district champion and the counselor to keep the program top-of-mind for school district leadership. The school district champion described creating a web of stakeholder support as an integral part of the program’s success. They offered the following advice to other school districts interested in launching a similar program: “Start small.”
	KSD’s district champion hopes to reinforce the telehealth counseling program with sustainable funding and school board policy. The school district is also preparing to re-launch ,a universal social emotional learning assessment, to measure the program’s impact.
	Satchel Pulse
	Satchel Pulse

	 

	CASE STUDY: 
	ONSITE COMMUNITY
	 
	MENTAL HEALTH CLINICIANS

	Matanuska-Susitna Borough School District
	Matanuska-Susitna Borough School District
	Matanuska-Susitna Borough School District

	 (MSBSD)
	 is located in the Matanuska-Susitna 
	Borough and covers significant geography. The school district includes more than 25,000 
	square miles and serves a diverse student population. The school district office is in Palmer.

	MSBSD offers onsite community mental health clinicians in some of its schools through a grant-funded partnership with the  (MSHF), a local philanthropic organization that offers financial and strategic support for health-related problems impacting the citizens of the Mat-Su Borough. Together, MSBSD and MSHF collaborate with contracted clinicians who provide more targeted and intensive mental health services to MSBSD students. Regular convenings and ongoing process improvements among the MSHF, MSBSD, and the
	Mat-Su Health Foundation
	Mat-Su Health Foundation


	Matanuska-Susitna Borough School District
	Matanuska-Susitna Borough School District

	 19,443 students
	»

	 47 schools
	»

	Demographics
	Demographics

	 42% qualify for free or reduced lunch
	»

	 14% have a disability
	»

	THE NEED FOR ONSITE SERVICES
	Around 2014, a small group of MSBSD principals individually identified and acted upon a gap in mental health services fortheir students. Each of these principals had participated in Trauma Sensitive Schools cohorts led by the National Council for Behavioral Health (now the National Council for Mental Wellbeing) and then considered an avenue for bringing needed services to where their students spend their days: at school. At the time, support within the school district was limited.Mental health services were
	 
	 

	 Need for transportation to and from appointments
	»

	 Provider waitlists
	»

	 Perceived stigma of accessing mental health services
	»

	 Student insurance status
	»

	Seeking an option beyond referring students to outside services, the principals sought partnerships with community agencies to provide mental health clinicians in their school buildings. The principals each requested individual school site grant funds from MSHF. Around the same time, the MSHF heard and learned about similar trends and identified a systems gap for local behavioral health services through a series of the foundation’s  and reinforced through feedback at convenings of local behavioral health pr
	Behavioral Health Environmental Scans
	Behavioral Health Environmental Scans


	DEVELOPMENT OF THE BEHAVIORALHEALTH IN SCHOOLS INITIATIVE
	 

	Initially, the MSHF provided individual grants to each school site that had requested funding, allowing the schools to bring community mental health clinicians onsite to provide services. By 2018, the MSHF moved to formalize the individual grants under a behavioral health in schools initiative that is part of the foundation’s  and  focus areas. After funding the individual schools, the MSHF shifted its approach and began funding the community mental health agencies directly.As of the 2021-2022 school year, 
	Healthy Families
	Healthy Families

	Healthy Minds
	Healthy Minds

	 

	Applying the Multi-Tiered System of Supports (MTSS) framework
	Applying the Multi-Tiered System of Supports (MTSS) framework

	Throughout the program’s history, MSBSD, the MSHF, and the clinicians revisited the MTSS framework to adjust services in response to observed student needs. For example, the MSHF helped to integrate the school-based MTSS framework into terminology and processes that are more traditional for a community-based mental health services model. Initially, the program was designed to serve students in need of targeted Tier 2 interventions. The focus on Tier 2 services was in part to connect with students who may no
	 
	 
	 

	The clinicians estimate that about 75% of their work is individual counseling sessions.As capacity allows and as needs arise, they also provide:
	 

	 Family counseling
	»

	 Small group counseling
	»

	 Crisis assessments
	»

	A Core Implementation Team manages the referral process at each school site. The team typically includes school administrators, school counselors, and school nurses. Team structure varies depending on a school’s staffing, such as in some of MSBSD’s elementary schools that do not have school counselors on staff. Teachers, families, and students can identify individuals for the program, but the Core Implementation Teams determine which students receive referrals. Typically, the teams prioritize referrals for 
	Convening and adding capacity through a community partner
	Convening and adding capacity through a community partner

	The MSHF is very active as a project manager for the program and is responsible for identifying and bringing on community agencies—including filling gaps in the workforce when an agency leaves the program. The MSBSD oversees activities such as:
	 Managing grant and contractual agreements with the community provider agencies
	»

	 Identifying and securing community agencies for the clinician workforce
	»

	 Convening the clinicians and MSBSD for regular program meetings
	»

	Facilitating the convenings has been important to bridge the gap between community mentalhealth services and education services, which the MSHF notes are very different systems.
	 

	Measuring academic and mental health outcomes
	Measuring academic and mental health outcomes

	The feedback on the program from school sites is overwhelmingly positive. The MSHF, clinicians,and MSBSD are engaged in various efforts to quantify the success. The MSHF has regularly worked with an external evaluator to review the program, which they note is a critical objective participantin the program that has helped to continuously track the impact. Other data sources include:
	 
	 

	 Reviewing attendance, disciplinary referrals, grades, and state testing scores
	»

	 Surveying parents and students
	»

	THE ROLE OF COMMUNITY CLINICIANSIN SCHOOL ENVIRONMENTS 
	 

	For clinicians who have been with the program from the start, their longevity and relationshipbuilding have been crucial to their success. Those involved with the program spoke to the uniqueskill set required for a community clinician operating in a school environment versus a clinical setting. In addition to youth mental health training, multiple individuals involved with the program also described the importance of partnering with clinicians who are passionate about the work.
	 
	 

	Outreach and collaboration with school staff
	Outreach and collaboration with school staff

	At the beginning of each school year, staff in-service daysinclude introductions to the clinicians. The initial introduction helps familiarize teachers with the program and establish an awareness of why students receiving services need time away from class to attend their counseling sessions.
	 

	One key learning from the staff introductions is to providea clear definition of the clinicians’ roles and scope of services.For example, when one of MSBSD’s schools introduced the clinicians to the school staff, there was a misconception thatall mental health issues should be referred to the clinicians.In practice, the clinicians’ roles are to complement, not replace, the role of a school counselor by providing more targeted and intensive services and supports. Outreach from the school counselor helped cla
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	“For the staff, it’s a breath of fresh air. It’s like they can breathe, and theyknow that those kids are getting taken care of.” – MSBSD leadership
	“For the staff, it’s a breath of fresh air. It’s like they can breathe, and theyknow that those kids are getting taken care of.” – MSBSD leadership
	“For the staff, it’s a breath of fresh air. It’s like they can breathe, and theyknow that those kids are getting taken care of.” – MSBSD leadership
	“For the staff, it’s a breath of fresh air. It’s like they can breathe, and theyknow that those kids are getting taken care of.” – MSBSD leadership
	 




	The flow of students between the school counselors and the clinicians has helped increase the capacity for school counselors to focus on delivering the short-term mental health supportsthat are appropriate within the scope of services as defined by ASCA  and . An MSBSD counselor involvedin the program reflected that it has helped reduce the workload of school counselors.
	 
	Ethical Standards for School 
	Ethical Standards for School 
	Counselors

	National Model for School Counseling Programs
	National Model for School Counseling Programs

	 

	Navigating physical and process logistics
	Navigating physical and process logistics

	The clinicians, the MSHF, and the MSBSD partner to adaptand improve processes and logistics as the program evolves. MSBSD is one of the multiple school districts that spoke tothe challenges of securing space in school buildings for mental health services. Identifying a private room within the school building is an important first step. A private space also serves the practical purpose of stationing the clinicians in a consistent location where school staff can find students or check in with the clinicians a
	 
	 

	Some of the participating school sites have also refined the student intake and family consent process. One school site introduced a shared online document to track students’ progress in completing the intake process. The team also transitioned from a large paper intake packet to a digital version. School administrators noted that the digital version significantly reduced the intake process. It also allows school staff to follow up when families do not complete the intake forms andto introduce the program.
	 

	CAPACITY CONSTRAINTSAND LONG-TERM SUSTAINMENT
	 

	When asked about what would make the program ideal, one school district employee noted that every school could use a program like this. The level of student need continues to outpace the availability of services. The agencies and schools involved in MSBSD’s program have worked to increase the number of spots available to meet student needs. Making these adjustments toprovider capacity requires proactive and transparent communication with the schools and families.
	 

	“If there’s a clinician at every school who could be there and could meet that mental health need, I think . . . it would change the community.” – MSBSD leadership
	“If there’s a clinician at every school who could be there and could meet that mental health need, I think . . . it would change the community.” – MSBSD leadership
	“If there’s a clinician at every school who could be there and could meet that mental health need, I think . . . it would change the community.” – MSBSD leadership
	“If there’s a clinician at every school who could be there and could meet that mental health need, I think . . . it would change the community.” – MSBSD leadership



	The clinicians also work with families to identify community-based care as needed.This support could include finding alternative services if a school’s program is at capacity or referring students to care beyond the clinician’s scope, such as assessing students for prescription medication needs.
	 

	Sustaining the program
	Sustaining the program

	As the program evolves, the MSHF and MSBSD will continue to review aspects of the program that can be managed internally by the school district. The MSHF is also engaged in a broader exploration of how Medicaid billing can be applied to the program.
	While the MSHF is unique to the Mat-Su region, its role is one that a community agency orhealth system with available funding could play for school districts in other parts of the state. For school districts interested in exploring similar programming, they recommend startingwith data on student mental health needs, such as the environmental scans conductedby the MSHF during the program’s inception. They also discussed taking an inventory of potential community- and school-based resources and partners. Scho
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	Sustainability resides not just in funding but with a qualified, willing, and available workforce, particularly workforce skilled and passionate to work with children and adolescents and who can be flexible for a non-clinical setting.
	CASE STUDY: 
	TRAUMA-ENGAGED SCHOOLS

	Juneau School District
	Juneau School District
	Juneau School District

	 (JSD)
	 serves a diverse student population in Alaska’s capital city. 
	While the city is only accessible by air and sea travel, it operates as a hub for many of
	 
	southeast Alaska’s smaller communities. The school district office is in Juneau.

	JSD is more than five years into introducing trauma-engaged programs to its schools. Various partnerships and grant opportunities allow the school district to offer multiple mental health positions and practices focused on integrating trauma-engaged approaches into school community cultures. School sites are adapting to continue implementing this work amidst the challenges presented by the COVID-19 pandemic.
	Juneau School District
	Juneau School District

	 4,372 students
	»

	 14 schools
	»

	Demographics
	Demographics

	 20% free and reduced lunch
	»

	 20% students with disabilities
	»

	THE IMPACT OF TRAUMAON STUDENT PERFORMANCE
	 

	During ongoing reviews of academic data, JSD began toidentify that students were struggling despite efforts toimprove achievement. At the time, the school district wasusing Response to Intervention for reading and math andbegan to look for ways to expand into student behavior.
	 
	 
	 
	 

	Together with the Alaska Department of Health, the school district identified a need to address social emotional learning, student trauma, and academic performance. JSD started to introduce a series of trauma-engaged approaches and programs to its schools.
	PROGRAMS AND FUNDINGFOR TRAUMA-ENGAGED APPROACHES
	 

	Building a foundation in trauma-engaged approaches has been a multi-year effort for JSD.Initially, school district leadership participated in a trauma-sensitive schools working groupwith the  (AASB). Since then, the school district has rolledout multiple trauma-engaged pilots and programs, including:
	 
	 
	Association of Alaska School Boards
	Association of Alaska School Boards

	 

	 Ongoing professional development in three Title I schools focused on integrating trauma-engaged approaches into practice through the  (CLEAR) Project funded by the Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority
	»
	Collaborative Learning for Educational 
	Collaborative Learning for Educational 
	Achievement and Resilience


	 Introduction of a school-district level Trauma Engaged Specialist position and early-childhood to secondary student supports through the  (STEPS Alaska) managed by AASB
	»
	Supporting Transitions and Educational Promise 
	Supporting Transitions and Educational Promise 
	Southeast Alaska


	 Addition of Mental Wellness Clinicians and Family Advocates at four Title I elementary schools through funding from the  (JCF),  (ACT), and school district funding.
	»
	Juneau Community Foundation
	Juneau Community Foundation

	Alaska Children’s Trust
	Alaska Children’s Trust


	 Addition of Mental Wellness Clinicians at three secondary schools through the  (Project AWARE) through national grant funds managed by Alaska Department of Education & Early Development (DEED)
	»
	Project 
	Project 
	Advancing Wellness and Resiliency in Education


	Building the workforce
	Building the workforce

	The CLEAR Project launched first in 2017, followed by the STEPS Alaska grant. The CLEAR Project was designed as a pilot and the onsite professional development and reflective consultation services for teachers provided through the project has ended. Funding from STEPS Alaska allowed JSD to create a new Trauma Engaged Schools Specialist position. Establishing a full-time position for the trauma-engaged work was critical to providing a primary point of contact for the programs and for signifying JSD’s commitm
	Awarded to DEED in 2020, Project AWARE provides five-year grant funding for three school-based full-time licensed mental wellness clinicians in three of JSD’s five secondary schools. The clinicians provide staff and student individual counseling sessions.
	JCF and ACT funding provide ongoing funding for four school-based mental health positionsknown as family advocates. The family advocates are part-time mental health support positionsin in elementary schools that focus on co-regulation practices with students and case management support for families.
	 
	 

	“Having the clinician, even just having the title and the role says to everyone that . . . this is important to us. Money has been placed to it.” – JSD administrator
	“Having the clinician, even just having the title and the role says to everyone that . . . this is important to us. Money has been placed to it.” – JSD administrator
	“Having the clinician, even just having the title and the role says to everyone that . . . this is important to us. Money has been placed to it.” – JSD administrator
	“Having the clinician, even just having the title and the role says to everyone that . . . this is important to us. Money has been placed to it.” – JSD administrator



	The family advocates serve in a non-clinical role that helps bridge the gap for students who may not qualify for an IEP or a 504 Plan for students with a disability. “I think it is opening the door for shifting the way that we see the bigger picture and recognizing how we can implement care,” one JSD family advocate said in describing how their engagement with families is helping them address student needs.
	Adapting and Sustaining Through COVID-19
	Adapting and Sustaining Through COVID-19

	JSD further reinforced its trauma-engaged work and community-based partnerships in the school district’s . Shortly after introducing the new strategic plan, the COVID-19 pandemic started. The pandemic disrupted the school district’s rollout of the trauma-engaged approaches and created a strain on staff capacity to introduce and sustain programming— a challenge for school districts across the nation.
	2020-2025 strategic plan
	2020-2025 strategic plan

	 

	At the same time, the mental health impacts of the pandemic increased student needs. During this time, some schools expanded their focus on continuing their trauma-engaged programming once they were able to return in person. One of the secondary schools involved in Project AWARE expected increased student needs and initially started offering intermittent social emotional learning lessons for students on topics such as recognizing conflict versus bullying. They quickly saw the value of the lessons and increa
	The pandemic has also created immense stress for school staff. One school administrator described the importance of slowing down as needed and taking a thoughtful approach to programming to help teachers continue building on the broad foundational work of trauma-engaged approaches while recognizing the challenges of the last few school years. “We have the increased needs coming out of the isolation of COVID and just the increased stress on the system and on everyone . . . that prioritization ends up really 
	EMBEDDING TRAUMA-INFORMED APPROACHES
	Building on the district-wide commitment and momentum from those initial programs, JSD is now further integrating and sustaining its trauma-engaged approaches in school culture. Engaging staffin the work is critical.
	 

	Ongoing training to build consistent practices
	Ongoing training to build consistent practices

	JSD has provided district-wide professional development on trauma-engaged approaches. School leadership has found it impactful when they can commit full days to the district-wide professional development instead of spreading it out over multiple short training opportunities. On a school site level, retraining and reminders are important for building consistency and sustaining the approaches daily. School administrators also play a role in helping staff link and prioritize trauma-engaged approaches with acad
	“I think the implementation now, once you introduce trauma-informed practice, is to remind staffthat it’s not only good for the students, but it’s good for all staff,” one family advocate explained.“It helps us manage [secondary] trauma.”
	 
	 

	Day-to-day application of the approaches can take a variety of forms, such as:
	 Applying a trauma-engaged lens to school discipline practices
	»

	 Adapting classroom environments to allow for student self-regulation
	»

	 Introducing restorative practices to students as a conflict-resolution option
	»

	 Providing de-escalation spaces for students
	»

	Starting with place-based resources and school district support
	Starting with place-based resources and school district support

	While funding through state and community partners catalyzed JSD’s trauma-engaged approaches, they recognize that not all school districts have the same resources or are large enough to devote a full-time staff member to this work. They pointed to Alaska’s extensive trauma-engaged resources, including the ,as a starting point for school districts.
	Transforming Schools: A Framework for Trauma-Engaged Practices in Alaska
	Transforming Schools: A Framework for Trauma-Engaged Practices in Alaska

	 

	School staff pointed to the value of school district-level support not just for the program delivery but as a resource for questions and the facilitation of a peer network of school staff engaging in trauma-engaged approaches. This peer network includes several schools in the district as well as around the state who have clinicians and administrators engaged in the same programs. These peer networks can serve as a community for one another as they work through the programs. Support through peers and school 
	CASE STUDY: 
	SCHOOL SOCIAL WORKERS

	 (LKSD) serves students across a massive 22,000 square miles and has the largest student enrollment among Alaska’s rural off-road school districts. The school sites are in southwest Alaska along the Kuskokwim River and Bering Coast and are only accessible through air, boat, or snowmachine travel. The school district office is in Bethel.
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	The LKSD school social work program is a long-standing mental health program. Staffed by itinerants and funded by the school district’s general funds, the social work team provides each of LKSD’s remote school communities with access to in-person supports and services at each tier of the MTSS framework. Community-based partnerships provide connections to mental health training opportunities and a growing statewide network of school social workers.
	Lower Kuskokwim School District
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	 3,963 students
	»

	 29 schools
	»

	Demographics
	Demographics

	 96% Alaska Native, 4% White
	»

	 91% free and reduced lunch
	»

	 13% students with disabilities
	»

	A DECADES-OLD PROGRAMDRIVEN BY FAMILY SUPPORT
	 

	LKSD has had a  for more thanthree decades. The program started within the Special Education Department, where the social workers focused on providing counseling services as part of student Individualized Education Programs (IEPs). Families began to seek services for students without IEPs, and school leadership responded by moving the social workers into the Student Services Department. The program continued to expand and has become a highly valued, permanent part of LKSD’s school communities.
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	WRAPAROUND SUPPORTS TEAM
	Today, LKSD’s school social workers serve in primarily itinerant roles, except for Bethel Regional High School, Gladys Jung Elementary School, and Mike lnguut Elitnaurviat School, which each have a full-time social worker on site and are all Bethel-based schools.
	The social workers provide services at all tiers of the MTSS framework, including:
	 Prevention education
	»

	 Individual counseling
	»

	 Group counseling
	»

	 Case management
	»

	 Crisis intervention
	»

	Outside of the large school sites in Bethel, the schools do not have a formal student support team. Instead, school staff and families identify students more informally for the program. Teachers arethe first line of contact with families before services begin. Ongoing individual counseling or group work requires parental consent.
	 

	The social workers refer to and coordinate with community agencies, including buildingand maintaining relationships with community partners like tribal organizations and lawenforcement. They occasionally partner on prevention education with their local communityclinics, local community partners, and tribal health corporations and also rely on these groups for referrals for more intensive Tier 3 services. This support for Tier 3 services, including crisis intervention, is important to help maintain the bound
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	School counselors and school community advocates
	School counselors and school community advocates

	LKSD also has itinerant school counselors and locally-based school community advocates that work closely with thesocial workers. The school counselors focus on academics and career-readiness services and some short-term mentalhealth services. For ongoing needs, they will refer to the school social workers.
	 
	 

	The team also has a classified position called a school community advocate at most of the school district’s sites except for some of its smallest schools. The school community advocates support student attendance, family engagement,and student self-regulation.
	 

	Measuring program success
	Measuring program success

	Despite the long tenure of the program, evaluating and measuring program outcomes is still challenging. A schoolsocial worker noted that this is partly because of the natureof social work services. For example, an increase in reports of suicidal ideation, while concerning, could be seen as an indicator that people are aware of and accessing support services. The socialwork team keeps data on the types of interventions they provide to identify year-over-year themes.
	 
	 
	 

	LONG-STANDING DISTRICT ENDORSEMENT
	Staffing and supporting an itinerant workforce have required school district leadership’s ongoing vision and commitment. Three school board policies guide the social work program and services elements, including policies on , , and . LKSD leadership consistently prioritizes flying their itinerant workforce to the school sites, which can require significant funding. LKSD funds the program through the school district’s operating budget, Title I funds, and Indian Education funds. Previously, the school distric
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	intervention for early warning signs of violent behavior
	intervention for early warning signs of violent behavior
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	The school social work program has always been supported, even during challenging budgetperiods. Years ago, there was a time when LKSD considered drastically reducing the number ofsocial workers to accommodate budget cuts. The school communities—including families, students, and social workers—rallied in support of the program and its added value to the lives of students and their families. LKSD recognizes that funding could be a challenge for smaller school districts. They also noted that alternatives outs
	 
	 
	 

	For school districts considering a similar approach, LKSD recommended starting by obtaining support from the school board. If a school district lacks relevant data, they recommend conducting a needs assessment to collect information to establish a vision for the program. They also recommend considering staffing structures and sustainable funding models beyond initial grant dollars.
	The importance of spending time onsite
	The importance of spending time onsite

	The ability to consistently travel to spend time onsite in school communities is central to the relationship-building aspect of the program. School social workers can attend community events and build personal connections with community members.
	Six of the nine school social workers have been in their roles for more than five years. With the longevity of the program and the consistency of the in-person visits, families and students seem to value the relationship building with the school social workers and appreciate the opportunityto receive services in-person in their communities.
	 

	For community-based behavioral health services, familiestypically must fly to Bethel and be away from their homesfor days or weeks. With the onset of COVID-19, community providers started offering more services in the villages via telehealth.LKSD has also introduced telehealth services for its most remote village school sites. The social workers started weekly telehealth meetings with students, which has facilitated the ability toprovide services more frequently to those remote school sites.
	 
	 
	 
	 

	BUILDING THE WORKFORCE AND TRAINING SUPPORT
	LKSD has built multiple partnerships with state education programs that support the skill-buildingof current and new staff serving in mental health positions.
	 

	Training their existing workforce
	Training their existing workforce

	Some of the LKSD support staff are going through the University of Alaska Fairbanks  (RHS) program. A cohort of school staff comes to Bethel for weeklong monthly RHS training. The school district pays staff for their time, and UAF has a grant to cover all other program-related expenses for the cohorts. Most of the staff members who have gone through the RHS program arethe school community advocates, but the school district is considering opening it up to more roles. The social work team also leverages their
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	Fostering new mental health expertise in the state
	Fostering new mental health expertise in the state

	LKSD also has a relationship with faculty at the . UAA has connected new social workers with the LKSD team to work through the supervision requirements for recent social work graduates entering the workforce. The school district expanded their social work position to individuals with a Bachelor of Social Work, a career path two of their school community advocates have pursued. Part of the intent for hiring individuals with a bachelor’s level degree is to bring more locals into their workforce and reduce the
	University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA) School of Social 
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	Collaboration across school districts is also valuable. For example, LKSD offered supervisor support for a new school social work role in another district. The other school district was able to hire forthe role but did not have a clear outline or support system for the position. The new hire was ableto connect with the LKSD team to fulfill supervision requirements and establish a peer support system. The LKSD team is also engaged with the new Alaska school social work chapter under the  and hopes to facilit
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	CASE STUDY: 
	SCHOOL-BASED HEALTH CLINICS

	 (KIBSD) is on a 3,600 square mile island in the Gulf of Alaska. Six of KIBSD’s schools are in the City of Kodiak and five are in rural villages accessible only by boat or small plane. The school district office is in Kodiak.
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	Providence Kodiak Island Counseling Center (Providence) provides clinicians for KIBSD’s school-based health clinics. Full-time onsite mental health clinicians serve the school district’s city-based middle and high school students and primarily provide more targeted Tier 2 and intensive Tier 3 services,as well as connections and referrals to more intensive community-based care as needed.
	 

	Kodiak Island Borough School District
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	 2,275 students
	»

	 12 schools
	»

	Demographics
	Demographics

	 30% free and reduced lunch
	»

	 13% students with disabilities
	»

	STABILIZING THE LOCALCRISIS RESPONSE NETWORK
	 

	KIBSD, Kodiak Island Borough, and Providence have collaboratedto provide mental health clinicians in schools for more than 15 years. The program emerged in part around a shared concernfrom KIBSD and the borough about the level of student crises in their communities and the lack of school counselors on staff to help students. The borough contracted with Providence to provide school-based mental health clinicians and address the need for mental health resources for youth.
	 
	 

	ELEMENTS OF A SCHOOL-BASED PROGRAM
	KIBSD currently has two full-time Providence mental health clinicians through the Mental Health in Schools Program. School board policy for the  and  supports the work by directing the school board to provide a counseling program and by guidingthe scope of services. KIBSD uses general funds and an in-kind budget agreement with the borough to fund the Mental Health in Schools Program. The clinicians are onsite at the middle school and high school in the City of Kodiak and supervised by a team lead at the Pro
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	Clinicians spoke to the importance of the school district and the healthcare systemaligning on the vision and purpose for the program. This includes:
	 

	 Clearly defining student populations for the program’s services
	»

	 Interventions within the clinician’s scope of work
	»

	 How the school district and healthcare system employer will collectively support the clinicians
	»

	Prioritizing prevention
	Prioritizing prevention

	The clinicians provide services and supports for students with and without an IEP, including:
	 Individual counseling sessions
	»

	 Crisis response and assessment
	»

	 Emotional support and regulation skills
	»

	While the clinicians primarily provide more targeted and intensive Tier 2 and Tier 3 interventions, KIBSD is shifting to offer support across the MTSS tiers and integrate more prevention supportsfrom the clinicians. School district leadership describes an intent to equip students early withsocial emotional skills to improve long-term outcomes and potentially reduce the need for ongoing care throughout their lives. KIBSD also noted that the resources required to meet the level of needfor intensive one-on-one
	 
	 
	 
	 

	“I want [the clinicians] on the playground teaching kids how to have social skills.I want them in the middle of everything . . . using what they know about how to help kids be as healthy as they possibly can be.” – KIBSD leadership
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	Some of this work is underway at KIBSD’s middle school, where the clinician partners with theschool counselor to provide more targeted supports. The clinician hosts multiple weekly “Lunch Bunch” social skills groups that bring together small groups of students on specific topic areasor needs.
	 
	 

	Trauma-engaged care and family engagement
	Trauma-engaged care and family engagement

	Over the years of the program, Providence has focused on creating a trauma-engaged approach to the care their clinicians provide and how school staff responds to student classroom behavior. Providence initially led in-service training on trauma-engaged approaches. KIBSD now manages the trauma-engaged trainings.
	The clinicians also spoke about their role as providers who are not employed by the school districtand the anonymity that affords to the relationship with students and their families. It helps break down some of the cultural and financial barriers families may face seeking care in other settings outside of the school-based clinicians.
	 

	“We know these students, and we know their parents, too,” one of the clinicians shared. “We really try to join with the parents and work as a team.” The clinicians also see immense valuein getting onsite in the school building with students each day and the trust-building the setting allows for that may be harder to build with an outside provider.
	NAVIGATING TWO COMPLEX SYSTEMS
	KIBSD and Providence put significant effort and collaboration into managing risk and ensuring the care processes and protocols reflect both organizations’ individual needs. School district leadership plays an active role in this relationship, including coordinating and taking part in bi-monthly meetings to review everything from program protocols and procedures to specific student cases. Regular convenings, cross-training, and maintaining open communication are crucialto the program’s success. Even with the
	 

	The clinicians are also a link to outside community providers, both at Providence and KANA.Their relationships with community providers are vital when students need a referral for more intensive care. School district leadership has also observed the complementary relationship between their high school counselors’ academic advising expertise and the clinicians’ mental health knowledge coming together to serve students in unstable situations who can benefit from post-secondary planning and wraparound supports
	 

	“It’s not just about knowing how Providence works. It’s about knowing how our local Kodiak area Native referral system works and who you call over there. If you need something, [the clinicians] are great at connecting to outside resources.” – KIBSD leadership
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	Alignment within the schools
	Alignment within the schools

	KIBSD’s middle and high schools also have Care Teams, a group of KIBSD school counselors, administrators, nurses, and clinicians that meet weekly. School psychologists and the school social worker also join as needed. This weekly meeting time brings together the primary student services and care providers to review student cases and ensure the interventions are appropriate to student needs. The clinicians and the school counselors also meet weekly as part of a smaller care team.
	Critical trust-building with teachers
	Critical trust-building with teachers

	While the clinicians are Providence employees, their workspace and day-to-day activities all occur within the school buildings. The onsite relationships between the clinicians and school staff are foundational to the program’s success. Teachers are often the first point of connection for families considering the program for their students. “If a teacher doesn’t believe in the integrity or qualityof [the program], it can make or break an entire system,” school district leadership reflected.
	 

	When clinicians take an active role in the school community, it helps build relationships within their building. It is also important that the clinicians can access KIBSD’s digital communication channels and tools that are in place for students, staff, and families. Outside of these practical considerations, the clinicians also expressed a passion for serving youth and applying their mental health skillset ina school-based setting.
	 

	“It’s really so relationship based in small communities in particular. The school-based Providence mental health clinicians are as successful as they are . . . because they have been around and they have really good relationships within the entire school, which then helps them be stronger when it comes to referrals." – KIBSD leadership
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	APPLYING OUTCOMES MEASURES
	Data such as the number of referrals, parent and teacher consults, and other program activities are currently collected. KIBSD leadership is partnering with regional leaders at Providence to establish new outcome measures and metrics for the program, including establishing a more extensive data collection system.
	For school districts looking to build out their mental health programs, the clinicians recommended starting with existing research and exploring the data on student outcomes and indicators.
	CASE STUDY: 
	COMMUNITY ADVOCATES

	 (LYSD) includes 11 schools across 10 villages in western Alaska.The school district covers more than 22,000 square miles along the lower portion of the Yukon River. The school district office is in Mountain Village.
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	LYSD’s Community Human Service Provider (CHSP) position utilizes a community-based staffing approach that is deeply rooted in the school district’s focus on creating culturally relevant school climates. Since introducing the position in 2017, LYSD has secured grant funding to support numerous local, state, and regional training opportunities for the CHSPs that pair social emotionaland mental health approaches with traditional Yup’ik teachings.
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	 1,995 students
	»

	 11 schools
	»

	Demographics
	Demographics

	 98% Alaska Native
	»

	 100% free and reduced lunch
	»

	 12% students with disabilities
	»

	BUILDING A LOCAL WORKFORCE
	For LYSD, recruiting and staffing school counselors was a challenge. The school district knew some local people had natural talents for the role. Still, most community members did not have the training required to serve as a school counselor. In 2017, in response to this gap, they created the CHSP position through the school district’s Title I funds. The CHSP role provides support to students, serves as a primary liaison between schools and their local communities, and helps fill the gap in social emotional
	“We need to find local people who have the skills, who have the training, who have the knowledge to be good at providing the kids a place to go and [a person] to talk to.” – LYSD administrator
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	BUILDING STRUCTURE FOR A NEW POSITION
	Today, LYSD has four CHSPs on staff at their Kotlik, Emmonak, Scammon Bay, and Hooper Bay schools. The CHSPs also provide crisis response support to other school sites in the district. Two of the four CHSPs have been in their roles since the program’s start. Some are working toward or have already obtained higher education degrees through online programs while serving in their roles.
	Defining the Role
	Defining the Role

	At the start, the CHSP positions needed additional support and direction. The program had funding, but the vision and goals were not well known, and the day-to-day duties of the CHSPs’ were unclear. LYSD also recognized a broader need to equip the CHSPs with relevant social emotional training. School district leadership expanded an existing partnership with  (AASB) to participate in the KAYULI (Strong Person) Grant. The grant provides relevant training, support, and tools to allow CHSPs to expand their skil
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	As their roles have evolved, the CHSPs now provide:
	 Student individual and small group counseling sessions
	»

	 Prevention activities
	»

	 Culturally responsive lessons and activities
	»

	 Crisis response
	»

	 Family outreach and engagement
	»

	 Career and post-secondary support
	»

	 Connections to community-based resources
	»

	CHSPs work with students and their families and can help connect them with more targetedor intensive mental health services through  (YKHC)and other community-based organizations and providers.
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	The CHSPs also work closely with teaching staff — primarily individuals from out of state — to introduce them to Yup’ik culture and enhance place-based education approaches for curriculumand classroom activities. They also engage with Elders and community members to bring them into support student activities and experiences. School district leadership described some of their work as thinking “outside of the box” in addressing student mental health needs. One of the CHSPs also leads a Cultural Team consistin
	 
	 

	Leveraging Training Resources With Cultural Relevance At the Core
	Leveraging Training Resources With Cultural Relevance At the Core

	Partway into the grant, the school district introduced a new Yup’ik Language and Culture Directorrole to partner with the CHSPs, specifically focusing on the area of cultural relevancy. In additionto providing training through this new leadership position, the school district also leveraged local, state, and regional resources to get the necessary training, skills, and tools in place for the CHSPs.
	 
	 

	LYSD worked with organizations and programs such as YKHC, , , and the  to introduce new trainings and approaches to the CHSPs. Throughout the community- and school district-led trainings, school leadership is continuously focused on maintaining Yup’ik culture and knowledge at the core of the CHSPs work.
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	UAF Qungasvik ‘Toolbox’
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	LYSD’s work to build culturally relevant practices in their schools continues.For example, the school district iscurrently developing a referral formand assessment that builds on traditional Yup’ik practices of oral traditions.
	 
	 
	 

	IMPORTANCE OF SUPPORTING LOCAL COMMUNITIES
	While some CHSPs have pursued higher education, there is potential to continue expanding the possible career tracks for the role. One of the expectations for the position is to participate inthe  or a similar career development program. The school district hopes to see more CHSPs pursue this option.
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	While additional training is valuable, school district leadership also spoke to the innate passionand skills the CHSPs bring to their roles. They explained that the school district is then positionedto help build on this passion and skillset with additional support and training.
	 
	 

	“The CHSPs - they’re local people, and they’re here year-round.And the students and the youth see them out in communities, they interact with them . . .  It just builds for a stronger relationship anda trusting relationship between school and community.” – LYSD leadership
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	School administrators emphasized how important it is to hire an individual who knows their community and has the relevant background to provide social emotional elements of the role.Finding an individual who fits the school’s culture has been crucial to the program’s success.
	 


	“If this can be done at nine remote villages in Alaska, I think it can be done almost anywhere - as long as you have just a little bit of importance placed on it and findthe right person or the right groupto connect and contract with.”– KSD leadership
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	“Just start out as a cheerleader. Even if you don’t have a program going, talk about a vision for a program and talk about what you see and get them to buy in.”– KSD leadership
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	Figure
	“It’s not just a clock in, clock out job for us.” – MSBSD community clinician
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	“We’ve really invested in the evolution of this.” – MSBSD community clinician
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	“Every time I see a kid walk out of [the clinician’s] room, they have a smile on their face . . . and I have not once . . . had a teacher ever complain that they were pulled out of their class. Not one time.”– MSBSD leadership
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	“The paperwork . . . I can't even explain enough about how it has just kind of revolutionized the process of getting a kid in immediately when they need help.”– MSBSD administrator
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	“Go in eyes wide open that there is work that needs to be done. It’s important work, it’s challenging work. It’s affirming to have the resources to take on that challenging work.”– JSD administrator
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	“Something that LKSD is excellent at . . . is providing a strong student support network outside of the classroom.”– LKSD social worker
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	“We have found in the school social work . . . that when we are not onsite, the school community advocates tend to be the safe place in the school where a student might take a break to self-regulate.” –  LKSD leadership
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	“Many of us live here, and this is home, and [we’ve] raised families here.”– LKSD social worker
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	“There’s that expectation now that people are waiting for you at the door when you get there.” – LKSD social worker
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	“You just build such strong connections with the kids, knowing their life and their world and their friends that it really helps to lend to a lot of ability to really help them.” – KIBSD Providence clinician
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	“So much of it is about aligning two different agencies’ ways of approaching a problem, an education-based way of problem-solving or addressing something versus a mental health side of clinical intervention. It takes a lot of time to marry.” – KIBSD leadership
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	“Having those connections to the regional programswas vital in makingthis program successful.”– LYSD administrator
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	“In our Yup’ik culture, we always focus on the positive side of building strong minds, whatcan we do to heal and move forward, lookingat our strengths and relying on those strengths to help support each other, especially those that are experiencing trauma or have hadlost loved ones due to suicide or violence.”– LYSD leadership
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	Overall, protective factors have been fairly consistent with little significant change across recent years, even after 2020 and the COVID-19 pandemic. At the same time, numerous risk factors have changed significantly, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic, often trending negatively. This suggests that while the national youth mental health crisis gets more serious, the protective mechanisms currently in place may not be enough to respond to the growing needs of Alaska’s students.
	The negative trends during the COVID-19 pandemic were reinforced by themes from the survey on school support services. As one respondent stated, “I know for sure, or at least feel strongly that [COVID-19] has increased feelings of isolation, loneliness and accelerated mental health issues forour kids who have been trapped at home and lacked connections and much of the social learningthey would get with their peers.”
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	Alaska is the largest state in the United States. With a land area of 570,641 square miles, it is around one-fifth the size of the contiguous United States. Alaska has 19 organized boroughs and 11 census areas. For the purposes of assessing behavioral health systems, Alaska DOH groups them into 11 Behavioral Health (BH) Systems Regions. Each region contains at least 20,000 individuals. This system complies with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) PrivacyRule for public disseminat
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	POPULATION
	POPULATION

	According to 2021 Census population estimates, Alaska has a total state population of 732,673.Of the total state population, 130,442 (18%) are students enrolled in pre-k through grade 12 in2021-2022, according to Alaska DEED. These students are spread throughout 54 school districtsand approximately 500 schools. As of May 2021, there were 8,670 classroom teachers in pre-kthrough grade 12. As of 2022, the pupil-to-teacher ratio in Alaska was 17:1 compared to thenational average of 16:1.
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	by behavioral health regions.
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	As of school year 2021-2022,most students enrolled in pre-k through grade 12 are White (47%) or Alaska Native/American Indian (22%). Alaska’s overall populationis 15% Alaska Native/American Indian, indicating a higher percentage of youth in theAlaska Native/American Indian population of the state. As such,it is important to design interventions that areculturally appropriate tothe students, especially withthe deep and complicatedlegacy of Alaska’s educationsystem as a means ofdispossessing and assimilatingt
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	Alaska consistently had thehighest percentage of itstotal population identifyingas Alaska Native/AmericanIndian compared to all other states. Alaska Native/American Indian people face long-term social and economic disparities and lower rates of educational attainment. This is often rooted in the historical trauma they have experienced of violent colonization, assimilation, and dispossession. The 2022 State of Mental Health in America report also revealed that nationwide,Alaska Native/American Indian youth w
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	POVERTY AND UNEMPLOYMENT
	Socioeconomic status takes into account a family’s income, educational attainment, and occupation, alongside other social factors. Research has linked low socioeconomic status with higher levels of emotional and behavioral difficulties, and less access to specialized behavioral healthcare. This map illustrates the proportion of youth living below the poverty line in each behavioral health region in 2020. The darker the shade indicates a higher percentage of that region’s youth living in poverty. Poverty is 
	19
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	A UAA study noted that despite these regions being rich in natural resources, the types of jobs available in remote and rural Alaska don’t often match the local labor supply, leading to high unemployment rates among residents, while at the same time about 40% of workers are non-locals, either from other areas of Alaska or outside the state. This can lead to socioeconomic disparities for locals. It must also be noted that a majority of the Alaska Native population lives in rural Alaska (59% as of the 2020 ce
	21
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	PROTECTIVE FACTORS
	PROTECTIVE FACTORS

	Despite significant barriers as well as challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, Alaska school districts have been using a range of approaches and resources to address student mental health and provide some level of social emotional learning. The School Climate & Connectedness Survey (SCCS) captures statewide trends regarding several protective factors. Overall, the survey data has been fairly consistent across the years, with older students having lower percentages of protective factors, which may sugges
	24
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	PEER CLIMATE
	PEER CLIMATE

	A positive peer climate can positively affect students’mental and behavioral health. Student respondents’ perceptionsof how respectful students are to one another have stayed consistently low since 2017, withless than half of students reporting a positive peer climate.
	 
	 
	 

	CARING ADULTSIN SCHOOL
	 

	It is also important for students to have supportive adults in school. Consistently, more than half of students feel they have at leastone adult at school they can talk to. This tends to be lower among older students.
	 

	FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT
	Having supportive and involved parents can significantly improve students’ health and educational outcomes. According to a version of the survey sent to students’ families, about 1 in 2 Alaskan parents reported helping their child with schoolwork daily. When asked about support in their community, at least 6 in 10 students can name at least five adults who care about them.
	BEHAVIORAL HEALTH RISK FACTORS
	BEHAVIORAL HEALTH RISK FACTORS

	The 2022 Mental Health America Report ranked Alaska among the lowest (46 out of 50 states and DC), with a high prevalence of mental illness and low access to care among youth. Risk factors affecting Alaska’s youth include mood disorders, substance abuse, suicide, and adverse childhood experiences.
	th
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	DEPRESSION, ANXIETY,AND MOOD DISORDERS
	 

	People diagnosed with a mood disorder feel its impacts in their relationships and everyday life. Since 2016, the National Survey of Children’s Health (NSCH) has found that nearly a quarter of youth aged 3 to 17 years have been diagnosed with a mental, emotional, developmental,or behavioral problems nationwide, with comparable numbers in Alaska. This still does not takeinto account undiagnosed cases. Moreover, this data precedes COVID-19.
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	According to findings from the Youth Behavioral Risk Survey (YRBS), which was distributed toboth traditional and alternative high schools, an increasing percentage of students in Alaska are experiencing depressive feelings each year. As with the NSCH, this data precedes COVID-19.Even if kids are not getting diagnosed, an increasing percentage report feelings that may be related tomood disorders.
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	Clinical data from DOH’s Health Analytics and Vital Records Section (HAVRS) reveals a more troubling trend. An increasing number of medical inpatient and outpatient discharges due to mood disorders (excluding rehab facility hospitalizations) involve youth aged 5-14, suggesting that an increasing number of younger children are experiencing mood disorders serious enough to get hospitalizations. There was an unexplained drop in 2020, which could be a result of the COVID-19 pandemic and resulting limited access
	30

	School districts interviewed for phase one of Mental Health Supports in Alaska Schools frequently identified anxiety and depression as the most pressing needs among students. This theme was reinforced through the phase two school support services survey, with numerous respondentsciting anxiety and depression as the most pressing mental health needs that students are nowfacing at an “unprecedented” level, as one respondent described.
	 
	 

	ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE USE
	Mood disorders commonly co-occur with substance use disorders. According to the 2020 National Survey on Drug Use and Health Report, adolescents aged 12 to 17 who hada major depressive episode (MDE) in the past year were more likely to use substances compared with their counterparts who did not have an MDE. According to the 2019 Alaska YRBS, 61% of respondents reported having consumed alcohol at least once in their life. This is followed by marijuana, which 47% of students reported having used at least once 
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	In recent years, student exposure to alcohol before age 13 years has changed very little, while the number of students first using marijuana before age 13 dropped slightly.
	Data from DOH-HAVRS indicates that the number of medical inpatient and outpatient discharges of Alaska youth aged 5to 21 due to alcohol-related disorders was relatively stable prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, then dropped considerably in 2020. This may suggest a decrease in access to service,but also reduced opportunities to socialize and drink.
	 
	 

	It may also be possible that youth with alcohol disorders are not getting the services they need during the pandemic. But even before COVID-19, Alaskans (age 12 and over) have for many years needed both substance misuse and mental health services above national averages.
	33

	Anecdotally, school support service staff who respondedto the phase two survey are observing substance use among students and would like to receive more professional development on the topic. Vaping is top-of-mind for school staff and was noted, along with alcohol use, among pressing student needs. One respondent shared, “Students are vaping (even at the middle school) at a rate that [I’ve] never seen before.” The 2019 YRBS found 26% of Alaska high school students vape and 781 students were suspended for to
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	SUICIDE & SUICIDE ATTEMPTS
	According to the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention, suicide is the 12 leading cause of death in the US. Alaska has the second highest suicide death rate in all the states and has been trending upward in recent years.
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	According to Alaska DOH-HAVRS, the number of deaths due to suicide has been trending upwards in recent years. Broken down by gender, a majority of these deaths in all age groups due to suicide were male.
	Beyond the suicide rates, according to syndromic surveillance data from the Division of Public Health, the number of Emergency Room visits by youth aged 5 to 21 due to suicide attempts has also increased at an alarming rate, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic when suicide attempts increased by 44% between 2019 and 2021.While death due to suicide is more likely among male youth, most hospitalizations for youth who attempt suicide and survive, attempts are female youth, mirroring national trends.Youth wh
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	ADVERSE CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES
	Adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) are events that may impair the development of children’s brains and bodies so profoundly that the effects persist throughout a person’s life and are passed on to the next generation. ACEs can include abuse (physical, sexual, or emotional), living with someone with mental illness, living with someone with substance abuse, separation or divorce, living with someone who went to jail or prison, or witnessing domestic violence. Studies have related ACEs to indicators previous
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	ACEs are a significant issue in Alaska, where the rate (per 1,000) of substantiated cases of child maltreatment ranks 14 in the nation. In 2020, the rate of child maltreatment was 18 children per 1000 children, more than double the national average of 8.4 children per 1000. Thirty-nine percent of children born in Alaska will be reported to OCS before the age of 10, and 13% of children will have a substantiated report of harm. Children experiencing a first report to OCS were less likely to meet kindergarten 
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	FOSTER CARE
	When a child has beendetermined to be in an unsafehome environment and is at a high risk of maltreatment, the state often steps in and places the child in foster care. Youth in foster care are at high risk of poor health throughout their life. In Alaska, the Department of Family and Community Services (DFCS) Office of Children’s Services (OCS) investigates allegations of child maltreatment and oversees the state’s foster care system.
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	According to the OCS, as of May 2022, 2,977 youth in Alaska were in foster care. Compared to other states, Alaska has one of the highest prevalence of children in foster care. Data compiled by the Annie E. Casey Foundation’s Kids Count Data Center show that prior to the pandemic, rates (per 1,000) of children in foster care in Alaska have consistently been around three times that of nationwide rates.
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	Such prevalence is very concerning since youth in foster care have significantly more exposure to trauma and the behavioral issues associated with trauma can impact the stability of their placements. Moreover, such issues can also greatly affect their academic performance, and results from regional and national studies consistently find lower graduation rates among youth in foster care.
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	STUDENT SAFETY AND DISCIPLINE
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	SCHOOL BULLYING
	Besides the need for youth to feel safe at home, they also need to feel safe among their peers and in school. That is why bullying—the negative behavior directed by someone exerting power and control over another person—is a major concern in schools across the US. According to the National Bullying Prevention Center, one in five (20%) students nationwide report being bullied. Alaska has slightly higher prevalence rates, though YRBS data shows that prior to the pandemic,the prevalence of bullying on school p
	50
	 

	Students who bully often have underlying reasons for their behavior. Abuse, neglect, as well as poor parental support can be strong risk factors for bullying. In Alaska, as with the rest of the US, getting caught bullying is subject to punitive punishment such as suspension and even expulsion, though this does not usually solve the problem, but only exacerbates it.
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	SUSPENSIONS AND EXPULSIONS 
	Suspension is defined as the removal of a student from the classroom for disciplinary reasons for a set amount of time, while expulsion is the long-term (a semester or more) removal or denial of admission of a student from school due to either severe offenses or persistent violations of school. In Alaska, grounds for suspension or denial of admission may include willful disobedience or defiance, behavior that can undermine the safety of others in school, a physical or mental condition that can render the ch
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	Suspensions may be in-school or out-of-school.It is important to note that this data is the numberof suspensions overall, and that some students maybe suspended multiple times.
	 
	 
	 

	Looking at annual statewide totals, the number of suspensions in Alaska from PK to grade 12 seemsto be fairly stable prior to the COVID-19 pandemic.However, this can mask certain disparities basedon different factors.
	 
	 
	 

	Overall, in Alaska, data from DEED shows that most school suspensions involve economically disadvantaged students. As noted by the United States Department of Education, youth of color and youth with disabilities nationwide are disproportionately impacted by suspensions and expulsions. In 2014, students nationwide who receive special education services represent 12% of total students. However, they make up 19% of students getting suspended, 19% of students expelled from school,and 23% of students referred t
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	In terms of PK-12 expulsions in recent years, the overall number peaked in school-year 2017-2018. Almost all expulsions occurred in Anchorage and Fairbanks North Star Borough school districts. When taken into consideration alongside graduation rates (discussed later), this may suggest that while few students are formally being expelled from school, many are still not graduating within four years.
	Suspensions, expulsions, and other punitive school punishments in Alaska have to be considered alongside other risk factors such as students’ socioeconomic status, ACEs, mental and behavioral health status, and access to services and supports. As noted in a study on suspensions and expulsions, many education and mental health professionals agree that such disciplinary actions may only exacerbate already direhealth outcomes of students, instead of understanding and resolving any underlying issues.
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	DIVISION OF JUVENILE JUSTICE YOUTH REFERRALS
	When Alaska youth commit offenses serious enough to warrant further investigation and be detained from further harming themselves or others, they are often referred to the DFCS Division of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) to hold them accountable for their behavior and assist them and their families in developing skills to prevent crime. While DJJ referrals have generally trended down during the COVID-19 pandemic, until 2019 DJJ referrals were more common, with most of them being youth aged 15to 18. At the same time,
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	Some research has drawn connections between punitive school policies and youth involvement in the juvenile justice system, sometimes described as the “school-to-prison pipeline” or “school pathways to the juvenile justice system.” It has been found that students who drop out or are expelled from school are 3.5 times more likely to be incarcerated than their peers who complete high school.
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	GRADUATION RATES
	GRADUATION RATES

	The Four Year Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate (ACGR) is a federally mandated methodologyfor reporting public high school graduation rates across the country. TheUS Department of Education has only published ACGRs until school year 2018-2019. However, it had been trending upward up until 2019. As can be seen in the same figure, Alaska’s graduation rate has consistently been lower than the national average.
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	Breaking down the statewide graduation rates in 2020-2021 by behavioral health region, however, shows clear disparities, with southern regions in general exhibiting higher graduation rates, while regions in the interior, west and northwest have lower graduation rates.Even within regions, ACGRs can be highly variable. In the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta Region, for example, Kashunamiut School District had a graduation rate of 85%, while Kuspuk School District only had a 44% graduation rate.
	 

	This section looked at different factors and indicators of student mental health that are especially relevant in the context of the State of Alaska. Protective factors such as peer climate and supportive adults are essential to a comprehensive system of care, but current approaches have not made significant progress in improving student mental health outcomes. At the same time, risk factors such as mood disorders, substance abuse, suicide ideation, and adverse childhood experiences have trended negatively e
	It is clear that what is currently in place may not be enough to respond to the growing mental health needs of Alaska’s students. The next section looks at actions currently being done to address this.
	PROGRESS TOWARD A COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM
	PROGRESS TOWARD A COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM

	As the case studies in this report exhibit, school districts across Alaska are responding to the increasing level of student need through an array of funding streams, approaches, and partnerships. For programs still in the early stages of development, sustainable fundingsources and policy changes can help continue the program’s impacts in school communities.
	 

	RECENT FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
	At the height of the pandemic, the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act provided funding to support mental health and suicide prevention efforts. Following CARES,two additional acts were signed into law that provided additional funding for Alaska schools:the Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations (CRRSA) Act and the American Rescue Plan (ARP). DEED hosts an  with details on how Alaska’s federal funding is being distributed, as well as information on how funds are s
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	SUSTAINMENT THROUGH MEDICAID
	Beyond the limited timeframe of the COVID-19 funding, Medicaid is another source of fundingfor some school-based services. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) is afederal agency that is part of the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) andworks with states to administer Medicaid and Children’s Health Insurance Programs (CHIP). Eligibility for Alaska’s CHIP program, Denali KidCare, is determined by the Division of Public Assistance and the program is administered through the Divis
	 
	 
	 

	Alaska’s youth make up a significant proportion of the state’s Medicaid-eligible population.During fiscal year (FY) 2019, more than half of children and youth (age 0-19) in Alaska wereenrolled in Medicaid for some or all of the year. As of January 2020, the proportion of Alaska’s youth receiving Medicaid or Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) services was 44 percent. That proportion is expected to steadily increase in the years to come, with projections that it could reach 51% by FY40.
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	CMS plays a significant role in determining the types of locations and services that are allowedfor reimbursement under Medicaid, including support services that may take place in schools.The agency has issued guidance in recent years aimed at improving the access and quality of school-based healthcare services. Currently, Alaska’s State Medicaid program has not expanded to include the full range of school-based services covered under Medicaid.
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	Alaska’s covered school-based services include:
	66

	While school-based behavioral health services are included, the state’s program does not coverthese services for Medicaid-eligible students if the services are not part of an IEP. A 2021 paper prepared for DHSS outlining recommendations for Alaska Medicaid budget savings and systematic Medicaid program reform included recommendations for how school-based services could impact state savings.
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	During COVID-19 as more services moved to telehealth, federal authority allowed healthcareproviders to be reimbursed by insurance carriers licensed by the State of Alaska for servicesdelivered via telehealth and also added behavioral health services as one of the Medicaid-covered school-based telehealth services. In FY21, providers submitted more than $7.5 million in claimsfor health services provided to Medicaid-eligible youth ages 0-21 via telehealth or onsite at schools.More than 95% of the charged amoun
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	REINFORCING THROUGH POLICY CHANGE
	At the federal level,  The bill includes investment in children and family mental health services, as well as funding to expand mental health and support services in schools. 
	.
	S.2938 the “Bipartisan Safer Communities Act” recently passed in June 2022 
	during the 117
	th
	 Congress (2021-2022)
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	State policy also serves as a lever for addressing the funding and delivery of student mental health services in schools. Alaska has existing policies supporting school mental health, including requiring school staff to complete suicide prevention and substance use trainings.
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	The Alaska State Legislature has introduced multiple bills concerning student mental health.During the 32 Alaska State Legislature (2021-2022) House Bill 60 (“An Act relating to mentalhealth education”) and Senate Bill 80 (“An Act relating to mental health education; and providingfor an effective date) were introduced.The bills stated the intent of the legislature that the Board of Education and Early Development create guidelines for instruction in mental health in consultation with representatives of ment
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	Interviews with school districts for Mental Health Supports in Alaska Schools  indicated that the absence of statewide social emotional learning standards was one example of the challenges associated with aligning systems and policies with social emotional learning and mental health services and supports. Attention at a state policy level holds thepotential to influence local school board policy and set forth foundations for school districtsto establish and sustain new and existing mental health programs to
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	APPENDIX A: METHODOLOGY
	APPENDIX A: METHODOLOGY

	REPORT BACKGROUND AND POLICY ANALYSIS
	The Mental Health Supports in Schools Group worked with The Stellar Group to establish areasof interest for the report background and policy analysis. The background information and policies synthesized for this report were identified through literature reviews, topical webinars, and other local, regional, and state resources. Review and synthesis took place from December 2021 through June of 2022.
	 

	CASE STUDIES
	Case studies were developed based on data collected through interviews with school district staff and community partners. A total of 17 interviews took place virtually from April to May of 2022 and followed a general discussion guide. Questions from the discussion guide were modified as needed based on the specific role or experience of the interview participant. School district leadership was invited to an initial interview. The need for follow-up interviews was determined based on the structure of the pro
	 
	 

	SCHOOL SUPPORT SERVICES SURVEY
	The Stellar Group and the Mental Health Supports in Schools Group created a school supportservices survey. Responses from the school support services survey were collected via SurveyMonkey. The survey was distributed via the Alaska School Counselors email listserv managedby DEED. The listserv includes school counselors, as well as other school staff in support serviceprovider roles (i.e., school social workers, school psychologists, etc.).
	 
	 
	 
	 

	INDICATORS
	Indicator data was assembled by accessing and requesting data from surveillance surveys such as the Youth Risk Behavior Survey and AASB’s School Climate and Connectedness survey. State agencies provided additional indicator data that was analyzed and synthesized for this report.
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	Students are most concentrated in Anchorage Municipality and its vicinity.
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	Most students enrolled (2021-2022) are White or Alaska Native/American 
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	Most students enrolled (2021-2022) are White or Alaska Native/American 
	Most students enrolled (2021-2022) are White or Alaska Native/American 
	Indian.
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	“We need to hire more people of color. Our staff does not represent the diversity of our state.  Students need to see themselves representedin teachers, principals,and counselors.”– school support services survey respondent
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	There is a higher percentage of students 
	There is a higher percentage of students 
	There is a higher percentage of students 
	There is a higher percentage of students 
	There is a higher percentage of students 
	living below the poverty line in certain rural 
	and remote regions.
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	5-Year Estimates (2020)



	“Incorporating SEL into school culture is very important. Understanding the importance of mental health is crucial to school success.” – school support services survey respondent
	“Incorporating SEL into school culture is very important. Understanding the importance of mental health is crucial to school success.” – school support services survey respondent
	“Incorporating SEL into school culture is very important. Understanding the importance of mental health is crucial to school success.” – school support services survey respondent
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	The 
	First Alaskans Institute
	First Alaskans Institute

	 defines Alaska’s rural areas as those outside the five census areas covering Alaska’s largest 
	cities and its outskirts: Juneau City and Borough, Anchorage Municipality, Kenai Peninsula Borough, Fairbanks North Star 
	Borough, and Matanuska-Susitna Borough. Alaska Native Population (2004).
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	A word of caution: responses from the 2021 SCCS may display discrepancies in comparison to other years, possibly 
	caused by its sample size. While all other survey iterations received an average of around 36,500 responses each year, the 
	2021 survey had a significantly smaller sample size of 23,244. Overall, the smaller sample size and inconsistent district 
	participation may not be completely representative of the whole student population in Alaska.
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	Students’ perceptions of respect among their peers have stayed 
	Students’ perceptions of respect among their peers have stayed 
	consistently low since 2017.
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	Alaska School Climate & Connectedness Survey (2015-2022)
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	Younger students are more likely to say they have at least one adult at 
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	Younger students are more likely to say they have at least one adult at 
	Younger students are more likely to say they have at least one adult at 
	Younger students are more likely to say they have at least one adult at 
	school they can talk to.
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	Alaska School Climate & Connectedness Survey (2015-2022)
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	Younger students are more likely to be able to name at least five adults 
	Younger students are more likely to be able to name at least five adults 
	Younger students are more likely to be able to name at least five adults 
	Younger students are more likely to be able to name at least five adults 
	Younger students are more likely to be able to name at least five adults 
	who care about them.
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	Alaska School Climate & Connectedness Survey (2015-2022)
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	“We also do personal interviews with students and their families to figure out what has been a barrier in the past to being successful and how we can support them not only in school but in all areas of their lives. This helps us develop a strong connection with the student and their families from the beginning.” – school support services survey respondent
	“We also do personal interviews with students and their families to figure out what has been a barrier in the past to being successful and how we can support them not only in school but in all areas of their lives. This helps us develop a strong connection with the student and their families from the beginning.” – school support services survey respondent
	“We also do personal interviews with students and their families to figure out what has been a barrier in the past to being successful and how we can support them not only in school but in all areas of their lives. This helps us develop a strong connection with the student and their families from the beginning.” – school support services survey respondent


	Students are increasingly feeling sad
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	Students are increasingly feeling sad
	Students are increasingly feeling sad
	Students are increasingly feeling sad
	 
	or hopeless since 2015.
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	Alaska Youth Risk Behavior Survey (2015-2019)
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	Alaska DOH Health Analytics and Vital Records Section
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	The number of students using marijuana 
	The number of students using marijuana 
	The number of students using marijuana 
	The number of students using marijuana 
	The number of students using marijuana 
	before age 13 has slightly decreased.
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	Alaska School Climate & Connectedness Survey (2015-2022)
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	“Our students really struggle with hopelessness and limited skills to address emotional stresses. They often turn to substances to numb out their bad feelings.” – school support services survey respondent
	“Our students really struggle with hopelessness and limited skills to address emotional stresses. They often turn to substances to numb out their bad feelings.” – school support services survey respondent
	“Our students really struggle with hopelessness and limited skills to address emotional stresses. They often turn to substances to numb out their bad feelings.” – school support services survey respondent
	 



	Alcohol-related hospital encounters among 
	Alcohol-related hospital encounters among 
	Alcohol-related hospital encounters among 
	Alcohol-related hospital encounters among 
	Alcohol-related hospital encounters among 
	Alaska youth (per 100,000 population) 
	dropped considerably in 2020.
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	Alaska DOH Health Analytics and Vital Records Sections
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	Alaska has among the highest rates (per 100,000 population)
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	Alaska has among the highest rates (per 100,000 population)
	Alaska has among the highest rates (per 100,000 population)
	 
	of suicide mortality in the country.
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	CDC National Center for Health Statistics (2021)
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	Suicide mortality is higher among males in Alaska.
	Suicide mortality is higher among males in Alaska.
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	Suicide mortality is higher among males in Alaska.
	Suicide mortality is higher among males in Alaska.
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	Alaska DOH-HAVRS (2021)
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	Alaska DOH Division of Public Health (2021)
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	National Child Abuse and Neglect Data System (2016-2020)
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	“…our school is a Trauma Informed school, so most employees have a basic understanding of ACE scores and the role adults play in Healing Centered Engagement. We also have a cultural component, integrating ingenious language and culture.”– school support services survey respondent
	“…our school is a Trauma Informed school, so most employees have a basic understanding of ACE scores and the role adults play in Healing Centered Engagement. We also have a cultural component, integrating ingenious language and culture.”– school support services survey respondent
	“…our school is a Trauma Informed school, so most employees have a basic understanding of ACE scores and the role adults play in Healing Centered Engagement. We also have a cultural component, integrating ingenious language and culture.”– school support services survey respondent
	 



	Rates (per 1,000) of children aged 0 to 17 years in foster care
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	Rates (per 1,000) of children aged 0 to 17 years in foster care
	Rates (per 1,000) of children aged 0 to 17 years in foster care
	 
	in Alaska are triple that of nationwide rates.
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	Annie E. Casey Foundation Kids Count Data Center (2022)
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	“Students have parents who are also suffering and don’t know how to provide the support their students need.” – school support services survey respondent
	“Students have parents who are also suffering and don’t know how to provide the support their students need.” – school support services survey respondent
	“Students have parents who are also suffering and don’t know how to provide the support their students need.” – school support services survey respondent
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	being bullied on school property has not
	being bullied on school property has not

	changed much from 2015 to 2019.
	changed much from 2015 to 2019.
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	Alaska Youth Risk Behavior Survey (2019)
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	“For elementary students, the most pressing mental health concern is the lack of emotional awareness and regulation. Students are often missing foundational skills for both awareness and regulation as there are no district-wide curriculum focused on these topics at the elementary school[.] [Outside] counseling services are backed up for significant amounts of time, and lessons are not being taught in the homes of students.” – school support services survey respondent
	“For elementary students, the most pressing mental health concern is the lack of emotional awareness and regulation. Students are often missing foundational skills for both awareness and regulation as there are no district-wide curriculum focused on these topics at the elementary school[.] [Outside] counseling services are backed up for significant amounts of time, and lessons are not being taught in the homes of students.” – school support services survey respondent
	“For elementary students, the most pressing mental health concern is the lack of emotional awareness and regulation. Students are often missing foundational skills for both awareness and regulation as there are no district-wide curriculum focused on these topics at the elementary school[.] [Outside] counseling services are backed up for significant amounts of time, and lessons are not being taught in the homes of students.” – school support services survey respondent


	The number of suspensions remained relatively 
	The number of suspensions remained relatively 
	The number of suspensions remained relatively 
	The number of suspensions remained relatively 
	The number of suspensions remained relatively 
	The number of suspensions remained relatively 
	stable prior to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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	Alaska Department of Education & Early Development (2021)
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	Students who are economically disadvantaged
	Students who are economically disadvantaged
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	Students who are economically disadvantaged
	Students who are economically disadvantaged
	 
	are more likely to be suspended.
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	Alaska Department of Education & Early Development (2021)
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	The number of expulsions peaked in school-year 
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	The number of expulsions peaked in school-year 
	The number of expulsions peaked in school-year 
	2017-2018.
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	Alaska Department of Education & Early Development (2021)
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	DJJ referrals decreased in FY20 and 21.
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	DJJ referrals decreased in FY20 and 21.
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	Alaska DFCS Division of Juvenile Justice (2021)
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	The percentage of DJJ referrals related to domestic violence
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	The percentage of DJJ referrals related to domestic violence
	The percentage of DJJ referrals related to domestic violence
	The percentage of DJJ referrals related to domestic violence
	 
	has been on the rise.
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	National Center for Education Statistics (2019) and Alaska DEED (2021)
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	Though trending upward until 2019, Alaska consistently has
	Though trending upward until 2019, Alaska consistently has
	Though trending upward until 2019, Alaska consistently has
	Though trending upward until 2019, Alaska consistently has
	Though trending upward until 2019, Alaska consistently has
	 
	lower graduation rates than national averages.
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	National Center for Education Statistics (2019) and Alaska DEED (2021)
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	Graduation rates vary across the state.
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	Alaska DEED (2021)
	Alaska DEED (2021)
	Alaska DEED (2021)



	***
	***
	***
	 
	The ACGR is calculated by first assigning a cohort graduation year to each ninth-grade student in the fall of initial entry, 
	then getting the percentage of this cohort who graduated within four years.
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	 Evaluation, Screening, Assessment (if outcome indicates a need for services in the IEP or IFSP)
	 Evaluation, Screening, Assessment (if outcome indicates a need for services in the IEP or IFSP)
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	 Audiology Services
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